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▶Anonymous 06/18/17 (Sun)
20:15:25 17a9c8 No.10111450>>10111544 >>10111614 >>10111786 >>10111814 >>10111817 >>10111871 >>10116491 >>10129462 >>10129660 >
>10132832 >>10137994 >>10152147 >>10154307 >>10154331 >>10154424 [Watch Thread][Show All Posts]

LETS DESTROY MINDGEEK
A request for weaponized autism
/pol/ I need your help, all professional anons sign on because we need your help taking out the biggest Jew on Earth. The
pornographic Jew. Incase you didn't know, I'll fill you in (Pun not intended), MindGeek is the parent company of EVERY
SINGLE MAJOR PORN SITE ON THE INTERNET. Their employee list is PUBLIC. We can start putting some real
pressure on these people if we uproot the Jew from down below.
The thing is, you need a linkedin profile with connections to find out who's profile is who's. Anyone who is in video or
photo editing, we need you and your connections to help find these people. A lot of these people have profile pictures,
which we can reverse image search to find out who they are.
We can seriously attack the Jew on this end, imagine a list of all the people you know for a fact betrayed your race and
people. This is what we have right now. 666 employees (Yes I'm not shitting you). Now this is 67 pages of employees, 666
people to find out who they are and their families. Once we got a comprehensive list, we can start a smear campaign
against each of them. It would be also smart to forward it to local sympathetic organizations who'd be willing to tell the
neighborhood of these people and their jobs. I'm sure they'd welcome a person working for a pornography company living
in the same neighborhood as their children. Most of these fuckers are Canadian, which figures.

Things to do
>Find names of board of directors of MindGeek
>Find sponsors of MindGeek websites
>Find address of all MindGeek facilities.
>Find names and family members of all MindGeek employees.
>Identify key members such as "Product Management and quality control", "Talent Recruitment", "Content editing",
"Video/photo editing"
These people are the ones actually looking for people to exploit and distribute this content. I personally have a vendetta
against the fuckers in marketing and advertising, these people are the ones who keep making those ads where the
pornstars look like they're underage. Its pedo bait and I fucking hate it.

EMPLOYEE LIST
That I could find myself with my connections
https://pastebin.com/bdFMWCS7
http://imgur.com/a/jwCn9 (Photographs of the people I can't connect with but may have important connections into the
porn industry)

Linkdin employee page
Watch out while using this, don't click on any profiles or else you'll reverse doxx yourself
http://www.linkedin.com/company/mindgeek

This is big, very big. If we can take out these people from the job market and make Mindgeek a hostile place to work at,
we can pretty much destroy the Jewish foothold on American sexuality. Damn near every American boy watches
pornography, this is an influence that no one else has and the Jews know it. This is probably our best chance to reverse it.

Remember
These 666 people have taken root into the entire world through their degenerate and disgusting filth. Removing this shit
from the market is a public service. This will take a long time and I need all the help I can get, but no one thought that
removing the Jewish tentacles would be easy. This list is a massive break for us.
▶Anonymous 06/18/17 (Sun) 20:17:35 17a9c8 No.10111461
File (hide): 0f0a3879e9f0b8d⋯.png (35.63 KB, 1223x184, 1223:184, Product director 2.PNG)

File (hide): fbae55b3ee29191⋯.png (48.39 KB, 1353x222, 451:74, director.PNG)

File (hide): bf25e589b59879a⋯.png (98.53 KB, 1500x547, 1500:547, photographers.PNG)

File (hide): bf25e589b59879a⋯.png (98.53 KB, 1500x547, 1500:547, photographers.PNG)

File (hide): aa3c534cd809237⋯.png (31.79 KB, 1158x151, 1158:151, photo editor.PNG)

▶Anonymous 06/18/17 (Sun)
20:19:51 df5259 No.10111478>>10111501 >>10111507 >>10111510 >>10111545 >>10111584 >>10111695 >>10111861 >>10111977 >>10113775 >
>10117165 >>10150799 >>10154507

>first sentence of your post is a personal army request
Stopped reading.
/pol/ isn't your personal army. Fuck off.
▶Anonymous 06/18/17 (Sun) 20:20:08 17a9c8 No.10111481
File (hide): 712b1cc7fc62c2d⋯.png (60.07 KB, 1503x216, 167:24, Media buyer.PNG)

File (hide): 583f0dd1adec978⋯.png (44.33 KB, 1234x222, 617:111, post production2.PNG)

File (hide): 2fa245efe9a184d⋯.png (80.75 KB, 1442x320, 721:160, post production.PNG)

File (hide): f1c5832e8788765⋯.png (27.9 KB, 1107x153, 123:17, Jewess.PNG)

File (hide): 1ee36034f58531b⋯.png (68.27 KB, 1507x276, 1507:276, graphic designer2.PNG)

▶Anonymous 06/18/17 (Sun) 20:21:38 bb9edc No.10111487>>10111493 >>10111501
File (hide): 56fce5718b796ca⋯.png (226.93 KB, 1584x922, 792:461, Screen Shot 2017-06-18 at ….png)

File (hide): 6e59f6c535181b5⋯.png (255.64 KB, 1590x1036, 795:518, Screen Shot 2017-06-18 at ….png)

File (hide): 75661f243389219⋯.png (211.47 KB, 1620x782, 810:391, Screen Shot 2017-06-18 at ….png)

File (hide): 75661f243389219⋯.png (211.47 KB, 1620x782, 810:391, Screen Shot 2017-06-18 at ….png)

Here are some I've gotten so far.
▶Anonymous 06/18/17 (Sun) 20:22:13 bb9edc No.10111493
File (hide): 75661f243389219⋯.png (211.47 KB, 1620x782, 810:391, Screen Shot 2017-06-18 at ….png)

>>10111487
▶Anonymous 06/18/17 (Sun) 20:23:08 17a9c8 No.10111501>>10111512
File (hide): 66ec9ea543bc0d2⋯.png (40.73 KB, 1352x173, 1352:173, production manager.PNG)

File (hide): 4d7d5a34542e9f4⋯.png (28.24 KB, 1189x173, 1189:173, Product manager video on d….PNG)

File (hide): 0883dd8541015ec⋯.png (41.08 KB, 1468x223, 1468:223, Product manager.PNG)

File (hide): 02ef2026dcadf6a⋯.png (43 KB, 1445x198, 1445:198, Product manager2.PNG)

File (hide): 8745803b01f78a5⋯.png (34.74 KB, 1156x177, 1156:177, Product manager3.PNG)

>>10111478
Fuck off faggot, no one asked you. This isn't a personal thing and benefits all of us anyways.
Also
>Product managers
These are the people more than likely recruiting and buying from outsourced directors. They're also more than likely the
ones putting out the requests for specific acts and scenes. Important.
>>10111487
NICE!
Can you get the links of their profiles on a pastebin too? This way I can view them on an alt profile and find out any more
personal information.
▶Anonymous 06/18/17 (Sun) 20:23:55 f86650 No.10111507>>10111672 >>10150799
>>10111478
>Implying there's anything personal about MindGeek
Trash
▶Anonymous 06/18/17 (Sun) 20:24:12 6db771 No.10111510>>10150799
File (hide): 8e6ce2061c6c25b⋯.jpg (20.36 KB, 447x306, 149:102, sage negated.jpg)

>>10111478
Kill yourself immediately.
▶Anonymous 06/18/17 (Sun) 20:24:17 bb9edc No.10111512>>10111532
>>10111501
I'll get started on that.
▶Anonymous 06/18/17 (Sun) 20:27:41 17a9c8 No.10111532>>10111619
>>10111512
Also man, blur out the connections, that way there's no way (((they))) can dox you. You're probably fine with what you
posted but yeah.
▶Anonymous 06/18/17 (Sun) 20:30:06 8ecffd No.10111544
>>10111450 (OP)
This is a great idea, if anons can stay focused. Shame and humiliate these people the same way we did with the Ashley
Madison leaks.
It's amazing that they've acquired Playboy Enterprises yet no one has heard of this company at all.
▶Anonymous 06/18/17 (Sun) 20:30:10 30dc34 No.10111545>>10150799
File (hide): a902abe6357e58e⋯.png (218.89 KB, 800x764, 200:191, 1409510364764.png)

>>10111478
▶Anonymous 06/18/17 (Sun) 20:35:47 da8dfd No.10111573>>10111604
theres only so much you can do with pictures, OP
what are the NAMES?
▶Anonymous 06/18/17 (Sun) 20:37:35 69cc86 No.10111584>>10111672
>>10111478

He not doxxing his childhood bully, you niggerkike, he's digging into corrupt organizations. This is what we do
▶Anonymous 06/18/17 (Sun) 20:39:27 e03920 No.10111589>>10111592 >>10111598
Can anyone sum me up what mindgeek is and why should we destroy them ?
▶Anonymous 06/18/17 (Sun) 20:40:25 e03920 No.10111592
>>10111589
Nevermind, I read the OP fully.
▶Anonymous 06/18/17 (Sun) 20:40:40 c705a5 No.10111594>>10112055
>compile list of names
>dox
>shame publicly
>???
>gas kikes!
▶Anonymous 06/18/17 (Sun) 20:41:33 da8dfd No.10111598
>>10111589
they run very many big-name porno sites
and porn inherently is extremely degenerate
▶Anonymous 06/18/17 (Sun) 20:43:45 17a9c8 No.10111604
>>10111573
The way Linkedin works is that you need connections to the people in order to know who they are. I don't have any
photography or marketing connections.
▶Anonymous 06/18/17 (Sun) 20:45:54 30dc34 No.10111614
File (hide): a626e4c3d20e789⋯.png (193.42 KB, 497x441, 71:63, e44d26038ad6ceca3c4d9b1b2f….png)

>>10111450 (OP)
▶Anonymous 06/18/17 (Sun) 20:47:17 271bfd No.10111619>>10111624
>>10111532
https://pastebin.com/TvHMefDa
That's 5 Pages so far. I can keep working on more but I figured people might want to get started sooner rather than later.
▶Anonymous 06/18/17 (Sun) 20:48:40 17a9c8 No.10111624>>10111632
>>10111619
Thanks! I'll get right to work.

▶Anonymous 06/18/17 (Sun) 20:50:42 271bfd No.10111632
>>10111624
It looks like the people I have in common with all of these folks are recruiters. If any anons get hit up by recruiters a lot,
add them as connections. I don't live in Canada, but I still have connections with these folks because of how large
recruiters networks tend to be.
▶Anonymous 06/18/17 (Sun) 20:55:57 af8ae0 No.10111653>>10111823 >>10112301 >>10116493
Great idea, but we are going to need novel tactics, emailing advertisers like GG will not work, nor will public shaming work
on people who are shameless degenerates. I would suggest /dox/ing and old fashioned ruin life tactics and such as a
start, if we can dig up any tangentially related malfeasance like money laundering, pedo shit, etc. that would be the silver
bullet. No one pays for porn anymore, I am 90 percent sure their business model is mostly laundering for organized crime.
That said if they have swiss shells those are pretty much immune to prosecution for financial crimes because of their bank
immunity/opacity laws so IDK.
▶Anonymous 06/18/17 (Sun) 20:58:26 df5259 No.10111672>>10111774 >>10112054
File (hide): 8ae37a66766cf46⋯.png (54.94 KB, 166x224, 83:112, 0sQ0b.png)

>>10111507
>>10111584
My apologies.
I still haven't gauged what is/isn't worth going after; ultimately it's your call, since you're the ones actually rolling up your
sleeves and getting your hands dirty
▶Anonymous 06/18/17 (Sun) 21:03:14 eaf63c No.10111695>>10116985 >>10150799
>>10111478
There's an exception to every rule, Rabbi.
▶Anonymous 06/18/17 (Sun) 21:08:26 6277db No.10111721
bumping
▶Anonymous 06/18/17 (Sun) 21:16:13 af8ae0 No.10111774
>>10111672
It helps when you lead the effort by suggesting new ideas or giving new leads. You did fine OP, I will look into it. Bump for
great idea.
▶Anonymous 06/18/17 (Sun) 21:18:43 3d74d3 No.10111786>>10111834
>>10111450 (OP)

Bump good job OP. I wager porn sites akin to PornHub make money through advertisers? No one pays for porn correct
but they are getting revenue and MSM exposure. It's worth it to expose their connections to globalist pedonetworks.
▶Anonymous 06/18/17 (Sun) 21:23:15 fdab11 No.10111814
>>10111450 (OP)
I thought it was two sandnigger college roommates who started Mind Geek. sauce on them being Jews?
▶Anonymous 06/18/17 (Sun) 21:23:28 55e7ec No.10111817>>10111834 >>10111835 >>10111846 >>10115956 >>10137968
>>10111450 (OP)
>I know 3 people you just linked.
My allegiance will always be with /Pol but your an absolute faggot if you think frying small fish working for a (((company)))
with AMAZING benefits will accomplish anything.
Inb4 shill. No, your just a dumbfuck who needs Nofap.
▶Anonymous 06/18/17 (Sun) 21:24:11 8ecffd No.10111823>>10111907
>>10111653
>I am 90 percent sure their business model is mostly laundering for organized crime
Turns out they've already been investigated for this, but apparently the feds can't prove shit
>But the sprawling company, which previously operated under the names Mansef and Manwin, has run afoul of the law
on numerous occasions. In 2009, the Secret Service seized $6.4 million in funds from two fidelity bank accounts
controlled by Mansef, with Feds accusing the syndicate of money laundering; and in 2012, its then-owner Fabian
Thylmann, a young German programmer once hailed as the Mark Zuckerberg of porn, was arrested on charges of tax
evasion.
>What Pornocracy does is raises plenty of questions concerning MindGeek’s operations. Why is it headquartered in
Luxembourg, a notorious tax haven, when most of its operations appear to be run out of Canada? Do Wall Street hedge
funds have a controlling interest in the company? Who is actually pulling the strings? How are these sites not violating
copyright laws? And why is the money allegedly being routed through various countries to performers?
>“They’re a fishy, weird company,” says Stoya, a Digital Playground contract girl from 2007-2013, in the film. “My
Fleshlight royalties, when the wire transfers come in, go through banks in places like South Africa. They have offices in
Ireland. It’s a bunch of men with Greek last names and thick Greek accents claiming to be Quebecois.”
https://archive.is/kXOHH
▶Anonymous 06/18/17 (Sun) 21:26:49 17a9c8 No.10111834>>10111867
>>10111786
Yup they do, which are usually contracted through a bunch of those smaller companies. I'm wagering though, that a lot of
these companies make money through non advertisement platforms (Purchasing "Premium packages" as well as virus
pop ups), meaning that going after the roots itself would be more productive.

UPDATE
I updated the list of people with help of the other anon. A lot of the people previously unknown have now their names on
this list.
This dude seems important, he knows a lot of people in this industry. Use his connections to fry the "small fish" as the
other anon said
>>10111817
Maybe we can find out who this guy is too
>Inb4 shill. No, your just a dumbfuck who needs Nofap.
Nah I'm neither, and if you think that we're stupid, well we're coming for you.
▶Anonymous 06/18/17 (Sun) 21:26:54 f5a4df No.10111835
>>10111817
i desperately hope this is satire

▶Anonymous 06/18/17 (Sun) 21:27:31 7aebb3 No.10111841>>10111859 >>10111873
Where to confirm 666 employees?
>autist reporting for duty
▶Anonymous 06/18/17 (Sun) 21:28:02 55e7ec No.10111846>>10112070 >>10112090
>>10111817
I agree with the degeneracy. Going after cx kids trying to make a living won't accomplish anything is all I'm trying to say.
Boots on the ground if needed…
▶Anonymous 06/18/17 (Sun) 21:29:12 cad549 No.10111853>>10129894
File (hide): a137eaa121c6a9d⋯.png (76.6 KB, 846x243, 94:27, dist.PNG)

I'll see if I know anyone.
Also of course the jews just had to put their headquarters within walking distance of a cathedral built by a German.
▶Anonymous 06/18/17 (Sun) 21:29:56 55e7ec No.10111859>>10111864
>>10111841
Sounds way to good to be true.
▶Anonymous 06/18/17 (Sun) 21:30:41 446b04 No.10111861>>10150799
>>10111478
Go fellate a loaded shotgun
▶Anonymous 06/18/17 (Sun) 21:31:35 7aebb3 No.10111864
>>10111859
i know it does. jewgle says 1000 and LinkedIn says 1001-5000
▶Anonymous 06/18/17 (Sun) 21:32:38 55e7ec No.10111867
>>10111834
The last thing anyone on this board is, is stupid. One thing I've learned in my time here, collectively anything can be
accomplished.
▶Anonymous 06/18/17 (Sun) 21:33:39 e57fc7 No.10111871
>>10111450 (OP)
KYS trs shill
▶Anonymous 06/18/17 (Sun) 21:34:02 17a9c8 No.10111873
>>10111841

My bad, on the employee listing it says that there were 666 results. More than likely just something weird when I was
searching.

UPDATED LIST
https://pastebin.com/uZZgLPrR
I added like 30 people
here's the dude I mentioned earlier, I was an idiot and forgot to post the link
https://www.linkedin.com/in/robertochivas/?lipi=urn%3Ali%3Apage%3Ad_flagship3_profile_view_skills_endorsement_full_
list%3BVCxYFMdEQwmW66WKDAqxwg%3D%3D&licu=urn%3Ali%3Acontrol%3Ad_flagship3_profile_view_skills_endors
ement_full_list-skills_endorsement_full_list
▶Anonymous 06/18/17 (Sun) 21:40:17 17a9c8 No.10111897

LINK TO OTHER ORGANIZATIONS
There seems to be a lot of them who know employees at a company titled "Fresche Solutions"
https://www.linkedin.com/in/maria-anzini813125/?lipi=urn%3Ali%3Apage%3Ad_flagship3_profile_view_base%3Bckr3tNAmTwqUv0NhDg%2BMCA%3D%3D&licu
=urn%3Ali%3Acontrol%3Ad_flagship3_profile_view_base-browsemap_profile
She's been linked on multiple profiles.
They might just be a software recruiting company though.
▶Anonymous 06/18/17 (Sun) 21:44:53 17a9c8 No.10111907>>10111967 >>10111975
>>10111823
Lets try to find some of those Greek men they're talking about. Anyone with accounting skills? Maybe track their
transactions between banks…there must be some records of whats been going on. I wonder if we can link any of their
payments towards things like child porn or terrorism. I bet we can find out and destroy this company for the FBI.
▶Anonymous 06/18/17 (Sun) 21:46:51 7aebb3 No.10111911>>10111941
Ok also the company is know as MindGeek SARL sometimes. I found another guy not on your list Perry Stathopolous CIO
of MindGeek. Mr. Perry Stathopoulos serves as the Chief Technology Officer of Manwin Holding SARL. Intersting to note
that manwin dot com redirects to mindgeek dot com
▶Anonymous 06/18/17 (Sun) 21:56:34 17a9c8 No.10111941
>>10111911
Interesting, SARL is the European LLC (Limited Liability Corporation) this basically just means that no matter what the
company does, its employees are not 100% liable for the decision. This is common on content distribution platforms.
I can't find any shareholders due to the company being private, I wonder if anyone living in Luxembourg wants to dig
through their trash for any shredded receipts. If they're smart, they'll be burning any noneeded records they have instead
of throwing them away.
Its possible for someone who lives there that could install a raspberry pi outside their headquarters (Connected to a brick
lithium ion battery) and break the wifi encryption (Most companies still use WPA2, which I think got cracked a while ago.
Correct me if I'm wrong). Then you can packet sniff anyone. This is illegal, so don't do it. But yeah it could give some
interesting leads.
Another thing that is possible for anyone technically inclined is to use a polarized microphone and aim it at a window. This
doesn't break any laws that I know of.
You could also pull the old "I got a meeting with so and so" and place a tiny wireless microphone in a tiny spot. There are
things that work as cameras but look like usb chargers. Interesting ideas. Again, illegal so don't do it, but something to
look at and speculate.
▶Anonymous 06/18/17 (Sun) 22:02:41 7aebb3 No.10111958>>10111989 >>10111998 >>10112006 >>10112017

At 2300 W Empire Ave Fl 7 Burbank, California 91504-3341 United States there is located two companies Manwin
Holdings Sarl (yes named Sarl in Burbank) and Mg Global Entertainment Inc. Of course the president of Mg is Mr. Dick
Rosenzweig longtime executive of Playboy Enterprises Inc.
▶Anonymous 06/18/17 (Sun) 22:04:22 7aebb3 No.10111967
>>10111907
Mr. Perry Stathopoulos sounds Greek
▶Anonymous 06/18/17 (Sun) 22:05:59 8ecffd No.10111975>>10111998 >>10112011
>>10111907
They have a location in Nicosia, Cyprus. The contact info on their website is 195-197 Old Nicosia-Limassol Road, Block 1
Dali Industrial Zone, Cyprus 2540. Do a search on this address and a bunch of porn "contests" come up. It appears to be
one of their studios.
>The Giving Moms What They Really Want – Trendzz x Brazzers Giveaway (the “Giveaway”) is sponsored by MG
PREMIUM LTD, having its corporate address located at 195-197 Old Nicosia-Limassol Road, Block 1, Dali Industrial
Zone, 2449, Nicosia, Cyprus (the “Sponsor”). Entrant’s registration and participation in the Giveaway shall be governed by
the terms and conditions contained herein (the “Official Giveaway Rules”). https://archive.is/b51kS
▶Anonymous 06/18/17 (Sun) 22:06:54 cba0e3 No.10111977>>10150799
>>10111478
>shill misses the first post again
You faggots sure are slipping.
▶Anonymous 06/18/17 (Sun) 22:10:57 7aebb3 No.10111989>>10112006
>>10111958
Note that Mg Global Entertainment Inc. on the company listing the website listed is pbbigdance dot com which redirects to
playboy plus dot com
▶Anonymous 06/18/17 (Sun) 22:14:06 17a9c8 No.10111998>>10112022
File (hide): 295c8d2cdf6a183⋯.png (36.95 KB, 613x809, 613:809, Addresses.PNG)

>>10111975
How despicable. What did the person have to do to enter the contest? I can't find anything. What do they win in the
contest?
>>10111958
I found this and forgot to post it
▶Anonymous 06/18/17 (Sun) 22:15:15 17a9c8 No.10112001>>10116804

File (hide): 2c7e4af64398349⋯.jpg (26.43 KB, 400x400, 1:1, Gabriella Lacopo.jpg)

File (hide): 249982f74918a6c⋯.jpg (20.85 KB, 400x400, 1:1, Megan Mculty.jpg)

File (hide): e89505422d0aa96⋯.jpg (28.28 KB, 346x346, 1:1, Michelle Lofgren.jpg)

Some key players
First two are content purchasers, last one is talent acquisition.
▶Anonymous 06/18/17 (Sun) 22:16:01 8ecffd No.10112006
>>10111958
>>10111989

From what I'm reading, Manwin/Mindgeek partnered with Playboy briefly, but Playboy changed their mind and tried to end
it. Mindgeek ended up holding onto a couple Playboy subsidiaries.
▶Anonymous 06/18/17 (Sun) 22:16:36 fc3a32 No.10112011>>10112123
>>10111975
>Nicosia, Cyprus
Probably an empty office, that's just use for a tax haven.
▶Anonymous 06/18/17 (Sun) 22:17:39 17a9c8 No.10112017
>>10111958
Are their tax returns public? I wonder if we can find anything like that to get a property value estimate as well as a list of
operating locations. Maybe we can find the houses they rent for videos too, report it to the neighborhood association in
that area.
▶Anonymous 06/18/17 (Sun) 22:19:07 8ecffd No.10112022>>10112050
>>10111998
Entrant must:
Comment, subscribe, ‘Like’ and turn on notifications (clicking the bell icon after clicking the subscribe button) on the video
titled “Porn Stars Teach Moms Advanced Sex Techniques” located on the Sponsor’s YouTube platform found at
www.youtube.com/c/Trendzz. (the “Video”); and
Mention in its comment(s) (i) its favorite sexual position from the Video OR provide a social media platform account link of
a couple (including but not limited to YouTube, Facebook, Twitter and Instagram), which could use the sexual positions
performed in the Video.
The Grand Prize consists of the following products: i) a single ‘Brazzers’ branded tank top, ii) a single pair of ‘Brazzers’
branded leggings iii) a one (1) year membership to, www.brazzers.com iv) a single massage candle iv) one (1) bottle of
scented lubricant and v) one (1) sex toy selected at Sponsor’s discretion.
▶Anonymous 06/18/17 (Sun) 22:24:11 0c6b23 No.10112040>>10116804
after looking at these links:
https://ipv4.google.com/search?q=%22%40mindgeek.com%22&biw=1000&bih=700&noj=1&gbv=1&prmd=ivns&ei=pl5HW
d6nFuab6AS4uYXYBQ&start=30&sa=N
https://rocketreach.co/Mindgeek-email-format_4976061
http://blogs.brocade.com/t5/user/v2/viewprofilepage/user-id/76243
I've found out that employees emails are:
FIRTNAME.LASTNAME@mindgeek.com
Use:
https://donexpress.org/
https://elude.in/
https://mail2tor.com/
to send them friendly emails
▶Anonymous 06/18/17 (Sun) 22:28:00 17a9c8 No.10112050>>10112123
>>10112022
Thanks, sounds like a dead end afaik.
On the Cyprus address, I found that rn it is occupied by Albourne Partners (Cyprus) Limited, a financial consultant. I
wonder what we can find here.
On their website they have a list of members
https://www-us.albourne.com/albourne/partners
And on some of the pages they offer a subscription service. Idk what for.

Maybe tomorrow after I get some sleep, I'll do a PIPL search on the employees to find anything more juicy I can find.
These people don't hide anything, because the company appears to be a legit company to the outside.
▶Anonymous 06/18/17 (Sun) 22:31:06 0fb899 No.10112054
>>10111672
You'll get it in time, newfag. Keep lurking.
▶Anonymous 06/18/17 (Sun) 22:31:24 09f0d1 No.10112055
File (hide): f25bff0a257a892⋯.png (266.77 KB, 587x532, 587:532, merchant front.png)

>>10111594
>being a fucking kike
▶Anonymous 06/18/17 (Sun) 22:39:08 af8ae0 No.10112070>>10112178
>>10111846
>Going after cx kids trying to make a living
>Pornographers din du nuffin goy they are just trying to pay their way through school and sheeit
Gas yourself.
▶Anonymous 06/18/17 (Sun) 22:44:52 09f0d1 No.10112090>>10112178 >>10112207
>>10111846
>Going after cx kids trying to make a living
>having any sympathy for porn "actors"
They sold their soul, they don't have a "living". All they deserve is the rope.
▶Anonymous 06/18/17 (Sun) 22:52:41 7aebb3 No.10112110
"AHF filed complaints with both the Federal Election Commission (FEC) and California’s Fair Political Practices
Commission. The FPPC investigated, and fines were levied against Duke and the FSC’s campaign committee. In
December 2015 a Stipulation, Decision and Order was entered into. However, MindGeek, a subsidiary of MindGeek
S.A.R.L., a foreign company based in Luxembourg—which was formerly known as Manwin—paid the fine, making yet
another illegal foreign campaign contribution. "
Just pointing out the structure that MindGeek SARL is parent of MindGeek and that MindGeek SARL was in fact known as
Manwin
taken from http:// www.businesswire.com/news/home/20160202006737/en/Porn-Industry-Pays-61K%E2%80%98Measure-B%E2%80%99-Fine
▶Anonymous 06/18/17 (Sun) 22:55:50 b6000c No.10112123
>>10112050
Wouldn't bother because >>10112011

This undoubtedly.
▶Anonymous 06/18/17 (Sun) 23:18:15 9b56be No.10112178>>10112204
>>10112070
>>10112090
Do you have a job to make a living? The people I'm referring to pick up calls from the actual people who should be gassed
with their dick in one hand and a credit card in the other trying to pay for degenerate porn.
Honestly idgf about them or mindgeek. Go after big cheese. it just enrages me the only fucking collective genius and
quest for truth left today is busy doxing call centre kids & finding some Fucking coal burner ecelebs location.
▶Anonymous 06/18/17 (Sun) 23:26:54 17a9c8 No.10112204
>>10112178
These people aren't call center people, they're either designers or pornstar recruiters
▶Anonymous 06/18/17 (Sun) 23:28:41 9b56be No.10112207
File (hide): d9e9e8719d19bd8⋯.jpg (87.78 KB, 1661x933, 1661:933, maxresdefault.jpg)

>>10112090
If you truly feel this way probable neckbeard, than you are no better than (((them)))…
▶Anonymous 06/19/17 (Mon) 00:00:25 8ecffd No.10112301>>10115907 >>10115980
>>10111653
>nor will public shaming work on people who are shameless degenerates
I don't agree with this. Mindgeek has managed to keep an extremely low profile. I can only assume that's intentional. They
probably don't want a lot of scrutiny on their operations. We can change that by making them much more famous. Meme
the idea that Mindgeek owns every porn site on the internet, make them synonymous with porn. If people catch onto the
idea that one company owns all the porn, it changes the way they think about porn. Instead of a pervasive force, it's a
product being pushed by a specific group.
▶Anonymous 06/19/17 (Mon) 08:31:56 4a2cbb No.10113775>>10150799
>>10111478
Filtered and reported for judaism.
▶Anonymous 06/19/17 (Mon) 15:51:27 068589 No.10115907
>>10112301
I would focus on the social engineering operations of mindgeek, especially the attempts to normalize incest by
aggressively pushing those kinds of ads. IDK though, people like Huxley and E Michael Jones have warned people of the
negatives of sexual liberation and they have been ignored repeatedly by normies who only care about cummies. Not sure
if that is effective.
▶Anonymous 06/19/17 (Mon) 15:56:38 9bb5a6 No.10115927>>10115934
File (hide): 0c17fedd2f15219⋯.jpg (385.76 KB, 2048x2048, 1:1, greg lansky blacked.jpg)

File (hide): 9d9b0c5fcc8116b⋯.jpg (119.65 KB, 640x427, 640:427, UCSB 2016.jpg)

The kike that makes interracial porn gave a talk at the University of Santa Barbara.
Complete normalization of cuckoldry.
We have to meme porn as a corporative psyop.
▶Anonymous 06/19/17 (Mon) 15:59:13 6bf799 No.10115934
>>10115927
Girl on the right in the first pic works with him too. Legit, her and her boyfriend did a cuck series together for Blacked.
▶Anonymous 06/19/17 (Mon) 16:05:41 6100ec No.10115956
>>10111817
>your
>/Pol/
We will gas you fucking jew.
▶Anonymous 06/19/17 (Mon) 16:06:16 ca7a52 No.10115959>>10138203
They have TONS of enemies in porn. You can find lots of info on manwin (former name) and Fabian on gfy dot com
forums. Porn blogs from industry filth.
▶Anonymous 06/19/17 (Mon) 16:07:43 9bb5a6 No.10115966>>10116007 >>10116051 >>10116309 >>10129623 >>10152236
File (hide): 0890973093badc3⋯.jpg (Spoiler Image, 628.53 KB, 1024x682, 512:341, Cringe.jpg)

There are also a convinient new fetish in wich you get addicted to porn and buy it, or simply give all your money to
pornstars or celebrities.
I am not making this up, it is a huge (((community))), there is a thread on halfchan, tumblrs, porntubes, etc.
Their product is being advertized as adictive, and this adiction is being promoted, it is vicious circle.

Warning cringe picture.
So, here is my idea, we take some of their SFW pictures and we slap some PC retoric in it, so we starve the jew of
money. I'll post an example on the next post.
▶Anonymous 06/19/17 (Mon) 16:10:33 6100ec No.10115980
>>10112301
We do what we want you pathetic retard not every day is work day, yes WE are the mind and you are the brainfart. Kill
yourself.
▶Anonymous 06/19/17 (Mon) 16:19:24 6bf799 No.10116007
>>10115966
This shit got me. I got very deep with the Tumblr stuff. IR, cuck shit, addiction fetishization, femdom, traps and shemales
etc.
It ensnares you, that's for sure.
▶Anonymous 06/19/17 (Mon) 16:29:01 9bb5a6 No.10116051>>10116094 >>10138308
File (hide): d14399f20cbae65⋯.jpg (99.96 KB, 600x733, 600:733, porn-director-greg-lansky-….jpg)

File (hide): 79bcd287f4776f1⋯.jpg (117.67 KB, 600x733, 600:733, porn-director-greg-lansky-….jpg)

>>10115966

Some anon that is savy in photoshop could do something better.
Say porn producers are racist for fetichizing black people. Accuse them of having (((white))) prilege. And spam shit like
this all over tumblr.
▶Anonymous 06/19/17 (Mon) 16:40:12 9bb5a6 No.10116094>>10116286 >>10116610 >>10116637
File (hide): 369d760f38c3753⋯.png (218.25 KB, 1024x561, 1024:561, MindGeek_Monopoly_1024x102….png)

>>10116051
Make them feel creeped by the fact that they cum to whatever 2 kikes feel like promoting.
>Thank rabbi lansky when you cum
>Black people are sex objects now.
>Porn stands in the way of multiculturalism.
>Porn is not colorblind.
>Monopoly is in you bedroom.
>Big CEOs' tell you when to cum.
>Pimps are legal when they are jewish.
Etcetera. Spray mottos like this, one of them will stick and do some damage to their income.
▶Anonymous 06/19/17 (Mon) 17:27:08 40a025 No.10116286>>10116466 >>10116610 >>10117165
File (hide): 833af64e2eda702⋯.jpg (20.68 KB, 432x247, 432:247, mindgeek cat is watching y….jpg)

>>10116094
▶Anonymous 06/19/17 (Mon) 17:33:17 45bd26 No.10116309
>>10115966
This is the point where I think you can convince normies to ban porn if this is the shit that's getting made.
sage for off topic
▶Anonymous 06/19/17 (Mon) 18:24:22 80ce59 No.10116466
File (hide): 2ff8747a89dfbd0⋯.gif (995.34 KB, 500x258, 250:129, Gandalfdisgust.gif)

>>10116286
I wonder who they sell all that data to? Could be a redpill to normies to know Jews are selling their porn histories.
▶Anonymous 06/19/17 (Mon) 18:31:41 1b5bf1 No.10116491
>>10111450 (OP)
lel I applied to work there but I turned it off because I didn't want to work on degenerate stuff.
▶Anonymous 06/19/17 (Mon) 18:31:59 503bdc No.10116493>>10116757
File (hide): 712e8336ee9da87⋯.jpg (290.74 KB, 1770x1000, 177:100, doxing_101.jpg)

>>10111653
At the moment I see three attack angles here: doxing, memetic and legal. I'll shortly summarize each point basing on this
thread, and then we can get the ball rolling and thinking about specific tactics.
1) Doxing - OP has it covered, we need to compile the list of everyone involved. What we need to think about is how we
use that information.
I have some loose idea about performing a doxing blitzkrieg, i.e. we engage in usual tactics, but we perform it on
everyone involved at the same time. This might catch media attention, furthering exposure of Mindgeek.
2) Memetic - already started by some anons in this thread. We need to create memes and spread Mindgeek exposure
around the net.
3) Legal - as pointed out, there might be some money laundering involved. This definitly requires some further digging.
▶Anonymous 06/19/17 (Mon)
19:05:57 40a025 No.10116610>>10116637 >>10117165 >>10117260 >>10117509 >>10128742 >>10132915 >>10137994
File (hide): 413f043adf64a5a⋯.jpg (96.72 KB, 543x906, 181:302, mindgeek cat chart.jpg)

>>10116094
>>10116286

Decided to try mixing the meme with the chart, just for the hell of it.
▶Anonymous 06/19/17 (Mon) 19:12:33 df5259 No.10116637>>10117166
>>10116610
>>10116094
Interesting … I know Tumblr and Imgur cream themselves over PornHub's social media posts
▶Anonymous 06/19/17 (Mon) 19:48:19 80ce59 No.10116757
File (hide): e9a220e35696f95⋯.gif (769.26 KB, 250x195, 50:39, Uncleadolf.gif)

File (hide): 31057effaa83d14⋯.gif (191 KB, 216x200, 27:25, Jokerpopcorn.gif)

>>10116493
>doxing blitzkrieg
Also bump for potential.
▶Anonymous 06/19/17 (Mon) 20:03:39 79eae0 No.10116804
File (hide): 954f7d96502b5c5⋯.jpg (858.78 KB, 1024x768, 4:3, Chrysanthemum.jpg)

>>10112001

I did a quick pipl and whitepages check on these three, no contact information was easily accessible for any of them, but
they do have personal facebooks and instagrams. I'm not familiar with where to take it from here, but as >>10112040
said, we do have a way to at least contact any employee whose name we know through their work address.
I would advise against sending harassing emails. Instead, if any anons are skilled in this field, try to social engineer some
better information from them and we'll progress from there.
▶Anonymous 06/19/17 (Mon) 20:53:50 131fc8 No.10116985>>10117007 >>10117165 >>10119524
File (hide): 3a271323a1f2e7d⋯.jpg (35.28 KB, 484x358, 242:179, 1447115943348.jpg)

>>10111695
>There's an exception to every rule
To this day I'm still surprised that people believe rules are absolute. It's like no one knows that exceptions are what prove
the rule. Rules are better understood as rigid guidelines. An example of this:
Rule: All niggers are stupid.
Exception: There exists a nigger who has adequate intelligence.
Reason for exception: He is mixed and his white mixture granted him his adequate intelligence, intelligence does not
come from the nigger. He is thus a mulatto. Regardless of his "adequate" intelligence, his intelligence and any potential
(and hopefully avoidable) spawn will still be inferior.
Thus the rule is still true. Exceptions only prove the rule.
▶Anonymous 06/19/17 (Mon) 21:00:19 df5259 No.10117007>>10117037
>>10116985
>Normalfags double down on the retardation and claim that this breaks the rule, saying that the nigger is still intelligent so
it doesn't matter
▶Anonymous 06/19/17 (Mon) 21:08:28 131fc8 No.10117037
>>10117007
That's why you never let normalfags arbitrate what rules are for because they don't get the principle of what rules are and
what they're for.
▶Anonymous 06/19/17 (Mon) 21:46:33 9bb5a6 No.10117165
>>10116610
>>10116286
I like this a lot.
>>10116985
>>10111478
This is not a personal army request. if cases like this were personal army requests, halfchan would had never made any
raid. OP worded it wrongly, but that's it.
▶Anonymous 06/19/17 (Mon) 21:46:40 194f2f No.10117166
>>10116637

As to Reddit and the wider normalfag community at large. It’s odd; growing up before the Internet, the prototype
progressives and left leaners despised Pornography and now they adore it so much they willingly engage in marketing it.
They don’t even push for any form of asinine “ethical standards” to be applied to the industry, they flat out buy into the
meth-addled dream stealing industry for all it’s worth. What idiots.
▶Anonymous 06/19/17 (Mon) 22:11:26 287b86 No.10117260>>10117288
>>10116610
Anyone with a Reddit account is willing to spread this there making a TIL (Toda y I Learned) post and sharing it in other
subreddits?
▶Anonymous 06/19/17 (Mon) 22:22:16 194f2f No.10117288
>>10117260
Worth a try (I don’t have an account) but I think that PornHub may well pay Reddit for organic advertising so it might get
shutdown pretty quick. That however in itself will be interesting.
▶Anonymous 06/20/17 (Tue) 00:27:49 c5a569 No.10117509
File (hide): 490a88a5b9237a8⋯.jpg (214.84 KB, 1200x854, 600:427, CIA sassycat ceiling.jpg)

File (hide): 7a5cc8a2fc784e7⋯.png (1.23 MB, 1840x2402, 920:1201, cia is bronies.png)

>>10116610

there is this cia sassycat version.
▶Anonymous 06/20/17 (Tue) 10:33:22 063a03 No.10119524
>>10116985
>>10116985
>exceptions are what prove the rule
>Exceptions only prove the rule
This doesn't mean what you think it means. In this case prove means to test.
Polite sage.
▶Anonymous 06/21/17 (Wed) 17:22:16 4b7907 No.10128661
File (hide): 9406b7da46b40dc⋯.webm (Spoiler Image, 3.92 MB, 856x480, 107:60, 1498084696002.webm) [play once] [loop]

bumping with incest
▶Anonymous 06/21/17 (Wed) 17:39:24 cee718 No.10128742
>>10116610
MFING WELL MEMED!
▶Anonymous 06/21/17 (Wed) 17:55:12 cee718 No.10128849>>10129462
why is this soooo dead?
▶Anonymous 06/21/17 (Wed) 20:50:49 9bb5a6 No.10129462>>10129469
>>10128849
We don't have a specific objective besides, Doxxing but it hard to dox that many people. This guys are 'sady as fuck, it's a
pain in the ass to gather real intel on them.
>>10111450 (OP)
OP I think we need another aproach.
▶Anonymous 06/21/17 (Wed) 20:52:37 9bb5a6 No.10129469
>>10129462
wrong comma, these instead of this
▶Anonymous 06/21/17 (Wed) 20:59:29 9bb5a6 No.10129488>>10129492 >>10153687
> “If you are watching porn online in 2015, you should expect that at some point your porn viewing history will be publicly
released and attached to your name.” ==
>88 percent of the top 500 porn sites have tracking elements installed
This should trigger normies.
Source:motherboard.vice(dot)com/en_us/article/your-porn-is-watching-you
Yeah yeah, I know, shitty source, but normies will eat that up.
▶Anonymous 06/21/17 (Wed) 21:01:54 9bb5a6 No.10129492
>>10129488
Porntubes could spark homophobic persecution based on internet serach history.

Now that is of sjw interest. Of course the company shrugs this comments off, but nevertheless, it would hurt their
reputation.
▶Anonymous 06/21/17 (Wed) 21:25:23 9bb5a6 No.10129578
File (hide): 133b849b54a6d25⋯.jpg (229.5 KB, 1246x712, 7:4, maxresdefault1.jpg)

File (hide): 53a317688c80d8b⋯.png (49.55 KB, 688x265, 688:265, Mom likes.png)

Jesus, I'm awful at this. Okay, If some one can do something better, please do.
▶Anonymous 06/21/17 (Wed) 21:37:50 496af5 No.10129623>>10129655
File (hide): 4da12b5a175f69b⋯.jpg (52.82 KB, 444x468, 37:39, 4da12b5a175f69b1c5e3780d26….jpg)

File (hide): e653dfae6e6f189⋯.jpg (76.16 KB, 700x711, 700:711, a9a30b9a6daa6ff9a061f662cb….jpg)

>>10115966
What about that picture is particularly odd, other than it being porn?
I feel both nothing in particular, and something I can't quite understand, subtle, but there, though it may be a placebo.
I hope it's a fucking placebo.
▶Anonymous 06/21/17 (Wed) 21:41:27 29babd No.10129642
File (hide): a505c903e173d5f⋯.png (202.39 KB, 551x511, 551:511, j3swfzsi6xhy.png)

bumping
let's make this yuge
▶Anonymous 06/21/17 (Wed) 21:45:00 9bb5a6 No.10129655>>10131354
>>10129623
Imrpinting dicks on your brain, how could this ever go wrong.
[spoier]I know there is solo and lesbian porn what that's is another argument since it's not the most popular[/spoiler]
▶Anonymous 06/21/17 (Wed) 21:47:06 248620 No.10129660>>10129677
>>10111450 (OP)
t. YouTube
▶Anonymous 06/21/17 (Wed) 21:51:48 cc420b No.10129677
File (hide): 61725a4cfcac298⋯.jpg (26.55 KB, 344x344, 1:1, born to meme.jpg)

File (hide): c1506484ca5cf99⋯.jpg (192.17 KB, 900x900, 1:1, c1506484ca5cf99ea3b98546f3….jpg)

>>10129660
Both are kike-owned. When the time comes, the greasy kikes from both of those cesspits will be strung up dead, don't you
worry, anon.
▶Anonymous 06/21/17 (Wed) 22:35:24 35fb44 No.10129849
bump for cleansing
▶Anonymous 06/21/17 (Wed) 22:45:14 e22c43 No.10129894
>>10111853
>Modern Art Museum
Wonder if the same people have a hand in that, too? Modern art is kiked as fuck.
No doubt it's a charity of some kind. A member of a charity's board also heading a porn empire could cause some
embarrasment.
▶Anonymous 06/22/17 (Thu) 08:41:04 609195 No.10131354>>10132694
>>10129655
Hello, new friend.
▶Anonymous 06/22/17 (Thu) 14:45:15 9bb5a6 No.10132694
>>10131354
I'm sorry for that typo, I will commit senpuku for you
covfefe kys

▶Anonymous 06/22/17 (Thu) 15:25:18 0883c9 No.10132832
>>10111450 (OP)
>MindGeek is the parent company of EVERY SINGLE MAJOR PORN SITE ON THE INTERNET
even exhentai?
▶Anonymous 06/22/17 (Thu) 15:40:32 ac0c34 No.10132883
Are they really kikes ? they look like stereotypical quebecuck frogs to me.
▶Anonymous 06/22/17 (Thu) 15:47:44 ac0c34 No.10132915
>>10116610
need a jew star somewhere…
▶Anonymous 06/22/17 (Thu) 16:03:57 0f9316 No.10132976
(((OP))) probably works for the 2nd largest porn producer, goy.
▶Anonymous 06/23/17 (Fri) 15:16:11 17a9c8 No.10137968
File (hide): ddbd65dcbb65be1⋯.png (125.46 KB, 800x707, 800:707, madeline L kuennen.PNG)

File (hide): 2d2cd989011f57f⋯.png (61.61 KB, 797x777, 797:777, What she did.PNG)

File (hide): 61489c351dbc900⋯.png (89.14 KB, 723x593, 723:593, Brett Goldenberg.PNG)

OP here, I'm willing to bet this guy
>>10111817
is Brett Goldenberg. He's a 4channer and works at Mindgeek too.
Also

Update
I've started doxxing these people, though I'm just one guy and there's well over a hundred names here. Any help would be
appreciated. In the mean time,

MADELINE KUENNEN
Likely lives near her parents in Lincolnshire Illinois.
Her father's name is Tom Kuennen and his face book is here
https://www.facebook.com/tom.kuennen.94?fref=ufi
Her known usernames are
madelinekuennen , themadelinelk and she grew up in Missouri. The second pic is why you should be out for her.
If anyone has some mad geolocation skills, get to work because she maintains a lot of operations with pornstars such as
community outreach.
Also here is Brett's information, though I don't have much. I also noticed a lot of facebook profiles are down, he probably
tipped them off.
▶Anonymous 06/23/17 (Fri) 15:25:13 dd7471 No.10137994>>10138021 >>10138057

File (hide): 937cee3d6f3fcd0⋯.jpeg (Spoiler Image, 160.61 KB, 943x864, 943:864, 74a2069b2663982c8b7ab5e76….jpeg)

>>10116610
>>10111450 (OP)
I don't mind going after jew porn studios
but you better not fuck with my hentai
▶Anonymous 06/23/17 (Fri) 15:32:38 7a5059 No.10138021
File (hide): cb6d6c62785ae47⋯.png (84.05 KB, 535x362, 535:362, Incoming Fetish.png)

>>10137994
is it just me or is that one puffy vulva
▶Anonymous 06/23/17 (Fri) 15:35:07 17a9c8 No.10138027>>10138037 >>10138121
File (hide): 94b346a5903b484⋯.png (135.54 KB, 721x867, 721:867, Braden Bulloch.PNG)

File (hide): 0649749dc7dabb7⋯.png (101.57 KB, 719x769, 719:769, Dalia Shaya Butris.PNG)

File (hide): 554ac21c2f509dd⋯.png (118.37 KB, 717x742, 717:742, Julian Wolfe.PNG)

File (hide): f43c38ef50ceb46⋯.png (97.35 KB, 803x765, 803:765, Kevin Chan.PNG)

File (hide): 7f4e39bc3a333a0⋯.png (95.66 KB, 720x623, 720:623, milko todorov.PNG)

Compilation
This is the info from PIPL searches, I've pretty much confirmed that the fucker who posted in the thread earlier tipped his
buddies off. I'm getting a lot of dead facebook profile links.
If anyone could help me, I'd appreciate it. I'm not even a tenth of the way done. This takes a long while and I'm already
tired kek.
▶Anonymous 06/23/17 (Fri) 15:38:00 17a9c8 No.10138037
>>10138027

Things to do
If anyone is interested, try to reverse engineer any of the unis they went to and find out if you can get a list of any
associates. It only takes one to post the identifying information.
▶Anonymous 06/23/17 (Fri) 15:43:00 17a9c8 No.10138051
File (hide): c30c201cbd385ad⋯.png (100.29 KB, 1029x920, 1029:920, stop watching porn.PNG)

File (hide): c1ec8e60d529ae3⋯.png (30.16 KB, 959x273, 137:39, stop watching porn2.PNG)

File (hide): fe0d19501568e79⋯.png (35.81 KB, 958x317, 958:317, stop watching porn3.PNG)

USEFUL THINGS TO KEEP IN MIND
These images are from this thread I made a long while back. https://archive.is/oApKb
Pornography is the most open and blatant pushing of organized Jewry. Help us destroy them and restore our people.
▶Anonymous 06/23/17 (Fri) 15:45:44 bcbb17 No.10138057>>10138851
>>10137994
hentai is porn
▶Anonymous 06/23/17 (Fri) 15:46:01 17a9c8 No.10138058
File (hide): 99313c4d2950c52⋯.png (95.58 KB, 718x652, 359:326, Angel Angelov.PNG)

File (hide): d40cb1b1b4898e3⋯.png (135.55 KB, 722x866, 361:433, Braden Bulloch.PNG)

File (hide): 187b13242a2322b⋯.png (6.45 KB, 517x187, 47:17, Well said.PNG)

File (hide): 53e0b92014c8c06⋯.png (151.34 KB, 719x1014, 719:1014, Cory Darby.PNG)

File (hide): 858b0b8a1f849f7⋯.png (107.29 KB, 716x660, 179:165, felicia di palma.PNG)

The quote was on Braden's facebook profile. Very well said, degenerate.
▶Anonymous 06/23/17 (Fri) 16:05:34 c71292 No.10138121
File (hide): b140d98341d3f7e⋯.png (501.01 KB, 541x957, 541:957, PIPL.png)

>>10138027
>PIPL
▶Anonymous 06/23/17 (Fri) 16:30:28 a139f0 No.10138203
>>10115959
>They have TONS of enemies in porn.
As well as employees:
www.glassdoor.com/Reviews/MindGeek-Reviews-E742710.htm
>The buy companies to take over and then move all operations to their Montreal office.
Management rather spend thousands of dollars on an event instead of giving employees a bonus. No bonus or raise in 4
years.
>Management is fragmented and executives with engineering backgrounds are running sales and other businesses with
little correlation to their skill set. Executives are arrogant and complacent and believe that they are smarter than all of the
clients. Poor communication with employees and a (((pack mentality))).
>nepotism
>disconnect b/w senior management & employees
>trying to establish a culture without any real solid vision or direction
>Nepotism. In the upper management everyone is related to each other, and that means that you will never ever achieve
a higher position if you aren't a family member or a childhood friend of a boss in Canada or in Cyprus. Simultaneously, in
case you are a family member, this will grant you a manager position even if you don't have a clue about the work of the
department you are leading.
>Inability to change, to develop any service. Refusal of any new ideas, lack of understanding the new trends, absolutely
no motivation to create something new. Their mantra is: "Yes, your idea is great. But we won't make it real, since we
haven't done anything like this before.
▶Anonymous 06/23/17 (Fri) 17:03:03 1f5714 No.10138308>>10138394
>>10116051
Oh for fucks sake, learn to spell you retard.
▶Anonymous 06/23/17 (Fri) 17:37:02 9bb5a6 No.10138394
>>10138308
Callate idiota
▶Anonymous 06/23/17 (Fri) 19:44:59 7a5059 No.10138851>>10150801 >>10150846
File (hide): 294d67d3a045061⋯.png (1.13 MB, 931x1052, 931:1052, this is art.png)

>>10138057
Hentai isn't porn, it's art.

▶Anonymous 06/26/17 (Mon) 01:26:06 27ae83 No.10150774
this needs a bump
▶Anonymous 06/26/17 (Mon) 01:37:32 7a5c3c No.10150799
File (hide): 8945050920d1dd1⋯.png (63.43 KB, 623x628, 623:628, 348149.png)

>>10111478
>>10113775
>>10111977
>>10111861
>>10111695
>>10111545
>>10111510
>>10111507
<stop replying to bait faggots… geez
▶Anonymous 06/26/17 (Mon) 01:38:15 5ccd84 No.10150801>>10150846
>>10138851
Hardcore Japanese Cartoons are all pornography.
▶Anonymous 06/26/17 (Mon) 02:02:48 40a025 No.10150846>>10151970 >>10152781
File (hide): fac18a9413dbd63⋯.jpg (35.12 KB, 343x284, 343:284, 516105745.jpg)

>>10138851
>>10150801
>art or porn?

Well, here's an idea I've been thinking about lately. If you are still interested in looking at something during the refractory
period that happens immediately after orgasming, then there is some level of artistic/aesthetic value to it and it is more
than just porn. If, however, it just bores or disgusts you, then it is merely porn.
▶Anonymous 06/26/17 (Mon) 03:21:40 66493a No.10151018
Good thread OP. This CEO is a mysterious character.
▶Anonymous 06/26/17 (Mon) 08:43:04 3bb46a No.10151926
bump
▶Anonymous 06/26/17 (Mon) 08:49:42 c6be6e No.10151970
>>10150846
>If you are still interested in looking at something during the refractory period that happens immediately after orgasming,
then there is some level of artistic/aesthetic value to it and it is more than just porn. If, however, it just bores or disgusts
you, then it is merely porn.
But what if I only fap to that?
▶Anonymous 06/26/17 (Mon) 09:16:49 98748f No.10152081
Bump for good thread
Also remember to report shills.
▶Anonymous 06/26/17 (Mon) 09:33:05 d0f8e9 No.10152147
>>10111450 (OP)
Dont forget to spam searches that say "jewish girls black interracial"
Push jews to follow shekles and push for their own micenagation.
▶Anonymous 06/26/17 (Mon) 09:52:13 f657b3 No.10152236
>>10115966
i don't get the picture.
▶Anonymous 06/26/17 (Mon) 11:07:43 44dfb3 No.10152648
When the list is complete, crosspost to baph and insurgen boards.
▶Anonymous 06/26/17 (Mon) 11:23:26 75c08c No.10152781
>>10150846
Most hentai, even if it's just there for fap material, at least does try to either create an interesting scenario for the
lewdness, or tries to give the characters some semblance of a personality, especially in vanilla doujins or multi-chapter
stories.
Again, it's all just porn. But Japs a lot of times do try to give you boners in both the dick and the heart.
▶Anonymous 06/26/17 (Mon) 11:37:04 3bb46a No.10152904
bump
▶Anonymous 06/26/17 (Mon) 11:51:04 b88586 No.10153051>>10153760
File (hide): 2fbdc3b6da80dc0⋯.png (914.7 KB, 581x1100, 581:1100, 2fbdc3b6da80dc054a3cec3df0….png)

I have the chance to DOXX some femdom "actress" (you can pay to meet them IRL and they kick your balls. not joking, I
can easily arrange a meeting using a fake identity)
I have many such data on real life evil wymen;should I post or is that offtopic??
▶Anonymous 06/26/17 (Mon) 13:26:41 d307c9 No.10153687
File (hide): 86e6b2b85f11f8f⋯.png (184.52 KB, 1764x1720, 441:430, spy.png)

>>10129488
>motherboard.vice(dot)com/en_us/article/your-porn-is-watching-you
Let's spread this on Reddit. Let's do it on /r/NoFap and /r/Privacy
▶Anonymous 06/26/17 (Mon) 13:44:26 cee718 No.10153760>>10153811
>>10153051
oh god that hurts
▶Anonymous 06/26/17 (Mon) 13:57:57 b88586 No.10153811
>>10153760
Many people pay and beg for that.
some even get tattoos of their dommes.
WHY do some men fall so low as to pay to have their eggs electrocuted by a woman who is fully clothed¡

▶Anonymous 06/26/17 (Mon) 15:42:39 cf1e35 No.10154208>>10154236
So your theory is that the Jews are the one's that are implementing the degeneracy in society through pushing porn ?
What about Saudi Arabia where broads walk around in bee suits and men aren't allowed to jack off? They look at their
laptops and there's even more degenerate goat fuck going on.
The incestuous categorical sloping of porn lately isn't "Jews pushing the genre", its literally that people are searching that,
and content producers get money for views - so they put that in the title. If a "Brother jizzes on sisters toe" gets x2 the
views as "My sensual fuck" of course they're going to put that in the title. Its supply and demand….
Maybe, instead of doxxing employees who probably just want a fucking job (because lets be honest, you get blacklisted
after you work in porn if you're a photographer or whatever) like a virtual abortion clinic suicide autist, we have a
discussion about what's pushing all of this in the first place?
How about you solve problems like divorce, or single-parent households? Leading to hot step brothers/sisters? Hot step
dads you want to fuck?? Or the self confidence of young white men? What's causing that? What's causing a cuck fetish?
Have you ever thought that maybe these are the roots of all the "step-bro" "step-sis" etc shit?
I mean, FFs, theres a "Fetish Zone" ad on this fucking imageboard.
Did hitler "dox" all the degenerates in Berlin during Weimar? No. He gave them opportunity.
I'm not saying its a problem - I'm saying that you're focusing your effort on the effect and not the cause.
▶Anonymous 06/26/17 (Mon) 15:50:06 6bf799 No.10154236>>10154264
>>10154208
This is some low energy bait anon.
▶Anonymous 06/26/17 (Mon) 15:58:16 cf1e35 No.10154264
>>10154236
great discussion. thanks for the contribution.
▶Anonymous (You) 06/26/17 (Mon) 16:08:58 459de1 No.10154307
File (hide): bceab9c9900539e⋯.jpg (855.79 KB, 1700x2200, 17:22, The Punishment of My Peopl….jpg)

>>10111450 (OP)

The Punishment of My People The Israelis PROPHECY
“Israel, you too shall not be utterly unpunished, but you too shall suffer My wrath. For I have seen your works of evil
around the world, and I AM highly displeased, I AM even bursting with anger and rage against you. For you should know
better, but you do it anyways. For this I AM going to put you into Hell, and you shall be consumed from the land, and few
survive, except you repent and receive My Son of grace, whom you crucified with anger and malice of heart. The LORD
has spoken. Amen.”
FOR I AM WITH THEE, SAITH THE LORD, TO SAVE THEE: THOUGH I MAKE A FULL END OF ALL NATIONS
WHITHER I HAVE SCATTERED THEE, YET I WILL NOT MAKE A FULL END OF THEE: BUT I WILL CORRECT THEE
IN MEASURE, AND WILL NOT LEAVE THEE ALTOGETHER UNPUNISHED. JEREMIAH 30:11 KJV
FOR, LO, I BEGIN TO BRING EVIL ON THE CITY WHICH IS CALLED BY MY NAME, AND SHOULD YE BE UTTERLY
UNPUNISHED? YE SHALL NOT BE UNPUNISHED: FOR I WILL CALL FOR A SWORD UPON ALL THE INHABITANTS
OF THE EARTH, SAITH THE LORD OF HOSTS. JEREMIAH 25:29 KJV
Who both killed the Lord Jesus, and their own prophets, and have persecuted us; and they please not God, and are
contrary to all men: Forbidding us to speak to the Gentiles that they might be saved, to fill up their sins alway: for the
wrath is come upon them to the uttermost.
1 Thessalonians 2:15-16 KJV
Thine hand shall find out all thine enemies: thy right hand shall find out those that hate thee. Thou shalt make them as a
fiery oven in the time of thine anger: the Lord shall swallow them up in his wrath, and the fire shall devour them. Their fruit
shalt thou destroy from the earth, and their seed from among the children of men. Psalm 21:8-10 KJV
▶Anonymous (You) 06/26/17 (Mon) 16:14:45 459de1 No.10154331
File (hide): 78997eef75557ca⋯.jpg (340.97 KB, 750x970, 75:97, The Punishment of Pedophil….jpg)

>>10111450 (OP)
I send wicked Jews papers in the mail, such as this. I beg all of the Anons here, please post home addresses of these
wicked MindGeek evildoers, and all others related, so I can mail out more! Thank you!!!
▶Anonymous (You) 06/26/17 (Mon) 16:41:18 459de1 No.10154424
File (hide): cb5f38150bb2ba3⋯.jpg (646.29 KB, 1700x2200, 17:22, EVIL JEWS IN CHARGE.jpg)

File (hide): c9817bc5e0fdf4a⋯.jpg (634.72 KB, 1700x2200, 17:22, CONCENTRATION CAMPS FOR AM….jpg)

File (hide): ac6e50cc312cfb5⋯.jpg (699.29 KB, 1700x2200, 17:22, PROPHETIC JUDGMENT OF JUDA….jpg)

File (hide): cf330f718e810aa⋯.jpg (1.25 MB, 1700x2200, 17:22, PROPHETIC JUDGMENT OF JUDA….jpg)

>>10111450 (OP)

Anti-Semitic propaganda was mailed to me at my home. This is not normal.
https://www.vox.com/polyarchy/2016/11/15/13637936/anti-semitic-propaganda
It is Hunt Or Be Hunted out there, a great time to be a prophet of God. Stay in God's will when doing stuff like this. The
Jews need to be saved by Jesus' Blood, but are doing the work of the Devil and the Antichrist nowadays.
They all must repent or else face eternal Hell.
▶Anonymous (You) 06/26/17 (Mon) 17:02:36 459de1 No.10154507
File (hide): ccfc285f4a62165⋯.jpg (1.28 MB, 1700x2200, 17:22, THE PROPHETIC JUDGMENT OF ….jpg)

>>10111478

/baph/ is too busy with other stuff nowadays. Let these wicked Jews know that they cannot have their cake and eat it too,
but they will be punished severely by God for their gross pornographic business enterprise evildoing.

http://8ch.net/pol/res/10111450.html

